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~~Some campus organizations

X
t

experienced a decrease in

Xhave

,Student
participation this year,
r;y while student involvement in oth,ers
has remained stable.
*:$
~There has been a trend toward

participation in student ac-

Xlower

*.tivities over the past few years.
-it "It seems to me that students are
i.
spending less time actively pursu- ^ ing activities, " Peggy Richardson, executive officer of the Un-,
dergraduate Academic Support
-Office,
commented in October,
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show up at meetings. That was
sort of the idea of shrinking the
size" of the Undergraduate Association's legislative body, UAVice
President Stephanie L. Scheidler
'85 said last term. Participation
in the UA this year has so far remained stable or decreased slightly, Libby said. One member of
the US Council has just resigned
due to the rise in the self-help
level, the amount a student must
earn during the academic year, he
noted.
Libby explained thiat the increased academic load on students is characterized "not necessarily [by] mnore problem sets,
but [by] more material to comprehend."
"It's easy to get people on the
Lecture Series Committee

Last year, several student activleaders attributed the drop in
activity enrollment to increased
academic and financial pressures.
Undergraduate Association (UA)
President David M. Libby '85 re~~cently underscored the continued (LSC),` said Timothy Huckelbery
effect of pace and pressure, fi' 84, chairman of LSC, "but its
nancial conditions and career
difficult to get people to devote
considerations on students.
hours to positions of responsibilThere has been "some change
ity." Huckleberry added, "It's alover approximately fifteen years
ways a problem. I don't see it imnin student participation," said
proving."
-Andrew
Professor Donald R. Sadoway,
Eisenmann '75, staff
(please turn to page 9)
assistant for Residence and Campus Activities. The decrease in
Nlew
student participation was inevitable, Eisenmann said, "probably
The materials science departBy Mathews M. Cherian
because of more pressures ment
began considering changes
Second
in
a
series
examining
al~~academic, financial, and careerin
its
curriculum
three years ago,
teznative
programs
to
Course
VI.
wise- . . which are national
The
new
electronic
materials
Sadoway
said.
This
period of reconcerns reflected here at MIT."
vision followed a decade of no
option offered by the Department
Nick Panayotopoulos '85,
president of the Association of of Materials Science and Engi- change in the curriculum. "We
wanted to address the major
Student Activities, said there neering (Course III) is not meant
to
serve
as
an
alternative
to
the
changes" that were taking place
were "no means of directly comparing numbers of students in ac- overcrowded Department of Elec- in material science, he commenttivities,"' but that "indirectly, [at trical Engineering and Computer ed.
Much discussion determined
least a dozen] activities have Science (EECS), according to Associate
Professor
Donald
the
R.
"'philosophy of the departfailed to report their' existence."
ment,"
Sadoway said. The deSadoway,
undergraduate
chairIn recent years, MIT student
man
of
Course
Ifl.
partment
decided to try to keep
government has had severe probThe department began offering abreast of all the changes in the
lemns getting its representatives to
be more deeply involved. Last the option two years ago as part field while maintaining the
of a wholesale revision of the un- breadth and depth of the curricuterm, it made a move to correct
dergraduate curriculum. Under lum.
these problems.
The addition of the electronic
the new plan, students must conN/1IT undergraduates approved
materials option and a group of
centrate in one of four options a binding referendum last March
new undergraduate materials scito transform the UA General As- cerainics, electronic materials,
ence courses were among the bigmetallurgy,
and
polymers
after
semzbly into the UA Council, a
gest changes to come out of the
completing
the
required
core
subbody with fewer representatives.
meetings, Sadoway said.
jects.
"We'd like to see more people
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Tech photo by P Paul Hsu

Course III undergraduate chairman.

Course III program attracts more students

-

The impetus to add an electronics option to the curriculum
came from within the department, and was totally unrelated
to the EECS overcrowding problem. In recent years, electronics
had become so important in material sciences that the department felt compelled to include it
in the curriculum, he explained.
"Coincidentally one year into
planning, the EECS problem arose," Sadoway said. "We were well
on our way before the enrollment
problem."
The department does not favor
any one option, he said. All of
four options have three basic
phases:- a materials science component, a processing corponent,
and a laboratory component.

Feature

All IMIT students miust
serve jury duty if called
by Simson L. Garfinkel
MIT students are required to
serve jury duty if they are so notified, according to Charles Winston, an officer in the Jury Pool
Office in Suffolk County Superior
Court.
Since Jan. 3, 1984, MIT students living in Suffolk County
(Boston and Brookline)for more
than six months may be called
for jury duty. After receiving notification, a prospective juror
may defer the responsibility for
up to one year.
A similar law has been in effect
in Middlesex County since late
1969. Cambridge is in Middlesex
county, so every MIT living
group is affected by one of the
laws.
"We assume, by giving you a
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The Nov. 16 news Story
on Project Athena ["Project Athena seeks more involvement from students")
., ' . ,
W
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.,.·b
w .
. Pvis
stated there was only one
Tech photo by Sidhu Banerjee
student on Project Athena
Patrick Peters '85 and an unidentified fireman compete in the 2.70 contest while an
staff. There are over four
enthusiastic crowd looks on last Tuesday night in 26-100. See story and more phodozen students on Project
tos, page 2.
Athena staff,
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Students are almost evenly distributed among all four options.
There does not appear to be any
increased enrollment in the electronic materials option over the
others, Sadoway said, noting a
"general interest in materials"
among the students.
Sophomore enrollment in the
materials science and engineering
department has increased from
30 to 50 in the past two years
with the implementation of the
new curriculum, and Sadoway expects further increases.
"Materials will be increasingly
important," he said. "Every engineering endeavor eventually becomes material dependent" the need for material scientists
and engineers is inescapable.
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year, you would elect a time when
you are not having midterms or
finals or anything like that,"
Winston said. Two alternative deferral dates must be given, he
added.
MIT is required by law to release the -names of residents of
the dormitory system to the census commissioner of Middiesex
County every year, Winston said.
Fraternities are also required to
submit the names of everybody
living within the building, he
added.
- Associate Dean for Student
Affairs Robert M. Randolph con(Please turn to page 9)
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The joy of victory, the
agony of defeat, and the
thrill of the 2.70
contest. Page 2.
Pride and Prejudice at
Wellesley college.
Page 7.
The Eighteenth Century
comes to life. Page 7.
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70 hIarvest

Waller reaps top honors in2
By Diana ben-Aaron
Brad Waller, a senior in physics from
,
'-"...
!
_
TTI_
woodaland ills, Ca., won mthe annual . /v
single-elimination design contest last Tuesday night. The problem was to build a machine to "harvest" ping pong balls from a
pile in the middle of a field, and Waller
clinched his victory when his "Deathmobile" swept 87 ping-pong balls to its side to
defeat David Cultice '86's "Love Tractor,"
which was only able to reap 75 balls.
"I expected to do well, but I didn't necessarily expect to win," the 6', 150-lb.
Waller commented yesterday. "I first tested
it Saturday and when I found it worked
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who wrote Animal House," Waller explained. "Ramis said he got his inspiration
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University of St. Louis, and his frat was
Zeta Beta Tau. So a bunch of us at ZBT
got Delta Tau Chi shirts earlier this year."
Most of the other contestant wore numbered t-shirts donated by TRW. "Those
were new last year. We've found they help
the flow of things," 2.70 professor Woodie
Flowers, PhD '73, said.
Eleven other companies donated materials to the contest, Flowers said. "One reason companies donate is that then students
hear about their company Another is that
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Jennie Kwo '86 makes some last-minute repairs with the help of her pit
crew, Yuki Kimura '86.
pretty well, I spent the next few days refinthey can go to the contest, where they can
ing the design," Waller said. He had tried
see students who are good designers. I
several concepts before coming up with
have never asked them if they are just enthe "one-way rake - it could move backjoying themselves at the contest or if they
ward but not forward" that became the
are acting as scouts." In any case, they
"Deathmrnobile." Cultice, a mechanical encontinue to donate, Flowers noted: "We
gineering major from White Plains, NY,
have never lost a company."
came up with a similar design that substiFor Flowers, this year's 2.70 contest betuted solid flaps for Waller's hinged rake.
gan in July, when the course staff met to
Waller named his machine after the tank
plan the design problem. "It gets bigger
built by the Delta Tau Chi brothers in
and more complicated every year," Flowers
Animal House and wore a Delta Tau Chi
said. Until last year, the machines were exshirt in the contest. "That idea came from
pected to be completely self-contained;
a newspaper interview with Harold Ramis,
now the contestants control them with
joysticks, prompting some watchers to
42
~ SIMME~9E~
wonder how much driving skills or video
game experience had to do with the outcome.
For the students, it began in early October when contest plans were announced
and they picked up their unwieldy kits of
61 different materials, including motors,
polarizing lenses, paper clips, and "one
three-vane plastic thing" and started to try
their hands at the design-construction cycle.
Not all the successful designs were
tanks. Annabelle Kim '87 lasted until the
quarter-finals with a small, maneuverable
"spinner" with flaps that swept the balls
toward her as it rotated. "Annabelle's first
design didn't work and she just came up
with that one Friday," one spectator said.
Ken Flowers '86, another quarter-finalist, constructed a machine with arms that
swung apart in front of it, sweeping back
Tech photo by Diana ben-Aaron waves of balls, and then brought them to2.70 professor Woodie Flowers.
gether for the next assault. "There were
also things that sat there and tried to reach
C
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A contestant assembles his machine in 2.70's Building 3 shop minutes before the first round of the contest Monday night.
out and gather balls," Woodie Flowers ob- logical study of why MIT goes wild over
2.70 and BC goes wild over Doug Flutie."
served.
The contest is traditionally held just beHalf the students are eliminated in the
fore Thanksgiving - LThanksgiving is
first round the night before contest finals.
what you have right after the harvest,"
The second through seventh rounds in this
year's contest took just under two hours Flowers observed - and except for one
and "went very smoothly," Flowers com- lab meeting, the course is over after conmented. "The contest has been open to the test. "We try very hard to keep the course
within the nine-unit load. Since it was irnpublic since 1971, the first year, but it took
possible to reduce the intensity with which
the public a while to decide it's something
students go at the contest we decided to
worth seeing," he said.
The 2.70 contest is now one of the bigfinish the course earlier," Flowers said.
Some machines will be on display
gest events of the Institute year, attracting
more spectators than any sports event. Al- throughout the year in the 2.70 display
most 1000 people crowded into 26-100, the case outside 3-133. "[In arranging the dislargest lecture hall on campus, which seats play], there will be some allegiance to winners and some to interesting-looking
fewer than 600. As one student said, "It
things," Flowers, said.
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Tech photo by Sidhu Banerjee

Megan Smith '86 watches as her machines locks together with her opponent's.
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Tech photo by Sidhu Banerjee

Brad Waller squares off Carl Weiner '87 in one of the last rounds of the
contest.

Tech photo by Sidhu Banerjee

Brad Waller '85 applauds his machine, "the Deathmnobile," for a job well
done. Brad and his machine went on to win the contest.
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World
United States to be flexible in arms-control talks - The United States is prepared to be "flexible and constructive" in arms-control
talks with the Soviet Union, announced National Security Advisor
Robert C. McFarlane Sunday. Secretary of State George P. Schulz
PhD '49 will discuss grounds for possible compromise with Moscow
in preliminary talks with Foreign Minister Andrei A. Gromyko in Geneva on Jan. 7-8.
Uruguay holds general elections - For the first time in 13 years,
Uruguay held general elections Sunday. Of the 2.2 million electorate,
about 630,000 voted for the first time. The principal blemish on the
election was that the government had vetoed the first-choice candidate
of two of the country's three parties. In an agreement signed earlier
this month, all three parties pledged to work together after the election to consolidate democracy and rebuild the depressed economy.

Nation

iYOU CAN'T EXPLAIN
3000YEtAS OF HATRED IN
2Y, MINUTES.

US colleges weak on humanities - US colleges and Universities
are failing to give students "an adaquate education in the culture and
civilization of which they are members," said a panel convened by the
National Endowment for the Humanities yesterday. Committee Chairman William J. Bennett said in a 42-page report that the traditional
liberal art curricula remain "dissolved" because of the pressures of
specialization and marketing. Bennett said to remedy the problem students should be required to take a "core of common studies" about
Western civilization, taught by the top faculty of each institution.

Yet that is what the other evening news shows try to do. Not just with the
Middle East, but with many complex issues.
That's why you should watch The MacNeil/Lehrer NewsHour every
weeknight on public television. News st ories get the time they deserve. The
time gou deserve.
You get more facts about a story. You get different sides. Most important,
you get the analysis you need to understand the issues behind the stories.
Major funding for The MacNeil/Lehrer NewsHour is provided by AT&,1
the national corporate underwriter.

Farmers' median income low - The 1982 median income for
farm families was $18,756, compared with $23,585 for nonfarm families, according to a survey prepared by the Census Bureau and the
Agricultural Department. The survey also found that only 44 percent
of those employed in agriculture lived on farms, compared to 63 percent in 1970 and 70 percent in 1960. The unemployment rate in the
farm population was only 3.6 percent in 1983, compared to 10.2 percent for nonfarm families. The survey found the farm population to
be holding steady at roughly one out of every 40 Americans between
1980 and 1983.

The MacNcil/Lehrer

NE-VS-:-

Weeknights on Public TV

Local

rnl n,,dd ' T..N"
1T NY

57 percent of Harvard women sexually active - A Harvard
University survey revealed last week that 57 percent of undergraduate
women at Harvard consider themselves active in some form of sexual
activity. The poll also stated that 53 percent have had intercourse at
least once. 54 percent of undergraduate women - almost 1500 students - completed the survey.
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COMING TO MIT

Weather

November 28th and 29th

Rain drops to fall - Indian summer continues today, with highs of
62-66. A storm moving our way will bring rain by the middle of the
week.
Ellen L. Spero

Computer science and engineering grads

Vitesse Electronics Corp.

MIT gave you the opportunity to learn.
SSD gives you the opportunity to contribute.
Small System Design designs and develops high performance processing engines for graphics, communications, and control applications. Being small, we offer a combination of challenge, involvement, and
responsibility you're not likely to find anywhere else.
if you have an -entrepreneurial bent and want to
mature quickly in the industry, let's talk. Our represen.tative will be on campus Tuesday, November 27 and
on Thursday, February 28, 1985. Make an appointment with the Office of Career Services (Room 12-170,
253-4733). If that's inconvenient, drop off your resume

Vitesse Electronics Corp., a newly formed, rapidly expanding electronics firm, 'will be
designing and building computer systems which incorporate both silicon and gallium
arsenide integrated circuit components.
I

Our current temporary facility and new manufacturing facility (schedule for completion in
early 1985) are located in Southern California's suburban Ventura county, 50 miles northwest
of Los Angeles.
Vitesse's goal is to be a leading manufacturer of high speed electronics within six years.
Our current team has strong backrounds in systems, software, hardware, sales, management,
device physics and integrated circuit fabrication.

or send it to us at the address below.

,

rsmall system design, inc.

225A Lowell Road *Hudson. New Hampshire 03051 *603-880-1322

Taking I(ea% fron Concepltion to Pr(oductiorn

We are looking for energetic, dynamic, motivated individuals with a BS, MS or Ph.D in
Computer Science, Electrical Engineering, Mathematics, Physics and/or expertise in the
following areas:
* Diagnostics
* Compilers
* Simulator
* Operating Systems

* Assemblers
* Numeric Algorithm Design
* Scientific Algorithm Design

*
*
*
o

Logic Design
L.S.I. Design
Device Physics

IC Processing

Vitesse offers the chance to work with talented people on challenging projects which
provide the opportunity to learn and to produce a high quality, world class product. By
joining Vitesse, you will be able to make mjaor contributions in your field of expertise and to
grow with a powerful start-up company. In addition, you can enjoy a ground floor
opportunity and participate in stock ownership with Vitesse.
If this interests you, I invite you to attend our Company Presentation on \Wednesday,
November 28th from 7:00 to 9:00 pm in Building 4, Room 149. Come by and enjoy some
light refreshment and learn more about Vitesse. In addition, please register to interview on
Thursday, November 29th with a Vitesse representative.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

31280 La Baya Drive, Westlake Village, California 91362 0 (818) 706-0400
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Track shoule d be open
to entire co, mrmunity
Editor's note: The Tech received
a copy of this letter sent to Lynn
M. Radlauer '81, class agent of
the MIT Alumni Association.
Dear Ms. Radlauer:
I do not intend to donate any
money to the Alumni Association
until MIT discontinues the obnoxious practice of barricading
the first two lanes of the outdoor
track, thereby preventing any but
track team members from using
the track for training purposes.
Lifespan of the rubber track is
not significantly decreased by
running on it in rubber-soled

_ I-- - _ _-

r

--- __

shoes. Running in spikes (mainly
by the track team) is probably
the primary source of wear and
tear. Is the real issue, then, the
paint? I first noticed the barriers
after a new paint job. Is MIT so
cheap that it can't repaint the
track every few years? If so,
won't the track have to be painted anyway when the outside lanes
need it?
This practice of blocking the
track shows insensitivity to students, alumni, faculty and community. Please do not send me
any more solicitations unless the
situation is remedied.
Stephen P. Linder '80

__ __
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To the Editor:
I am writing in response to a
letter to the editor from Kenneth
C. Browning'66 ["Former Dean
corrects reference to Fassett garden," November 16] criticizing a
remark I made concerning the
Julie Fassett Garden in a previous
letter to The Tech ["Outraged by
Alley tree devastation," September 25]. In my original letter, I
suggested that the decision to
sacrifice two weeping willow trees
to the new roadway of Amherst
Alley rather than move the garden was in part prompted by the
Institute's concern for "Ms. Fassett's memory and Dean Fassett's
money."
I agree with Dean Browning
that my choice of words was inappropriate. I neither meant to
defile the memory of Ms. Fassett,
nor was I using the Fassetts as
"scapegoats," as Browning suggests. I do apologize for the mis-

NEWS STAFF
Associate News Editors: Amy Gorin '84, Edward E. Whang '87;
Staff: Joseph J. Kilian '85, John B. Searles '86, Ronald W. Norman '86, Andrew Bein '87, Kevin D. Hurst '87, Harold Stern
'87, Mathews Cherian '88, Michael J. Garrison '88, David P.
Hamilton '88, Charles R. Jankowski '88, Craig A. Jungwirth
'88, Ben Stanger '88.
OPINION STAFF
Columnists: Joseph L. Shipman '82, Stewart Cobb '85, Erik A.
Devereux '85, Will Doherty '85, Scott Saleska '86, Eric Berman
'88, Adam B. Rosen '88, Kimberly B. Sklar '88, Ken Meltsner G,
Joseph J. Romm G.

understanding I caused.
While I regret the words I
used, I continue to stand behind
my assertion that relocating the
garden would have been more
sensible than murdering the
weeping willows. The effort
Browning and his associates put
into the creation of a symbol of

their respect for r Ms. Fassett
would not have gone efor nought
had the garden been moved. But
the generosity and foresight of
the Class of 1950, vwho planted
the willows as their cllass gift, has
been forever forsakei n.
Jon D. Morrow '85
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Editorials, marked as such and printed in a distinective format, are the official opinion of Thie Tech. They are wvritten by
the Editorial Board, which consists of the chairman, editor in
chief, managing editor, executive editor, news editors, aand opinion editors.
Columns and editorial cartoons are written by indivic duals and
represent the opinion of the author, not necessarily th at of the
newspaper.
Letters to the Editor are welcome. They should be aaddressed
to The Tech, PO Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambridge M)A 02139,
or by interdepartmental mail to Room W20-483. Lettei rs should
be typed and bear the authors' signatures, addresses, axnd phone
numbers. Unsigned letters will not be accepted. The Tech reserves the right to edit or condense letters. We regret wve cannot
publish all of the letters we receive.
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"Autohioornlhv: Revealer of Sief

Listings
Student activities, administrative
offices, academic departments,
and other groups - both on and
off the MIT campus -

can list

meetings, activities, and other
announcements in The Tech's
"Notes" section. Send items of
interest (typed and double
spaced) via Institute mail to
"News Notes, The Tech, room
W20-483," or via US mail to
"News Notes, The Tech, PO Box
29, MIT Branch, Cambridge,
MA 02139." Notes run on a
space-available basis only; priority is given to official Institute announcements and MIT student
activities. The Tech reserves the
right to edit all listings, and
makes no endorsement of groups
or activities listed.

Tuesday, Nov. 27
A career workshop entitled
"Starting Your Own Consulting Business", will be held from
7:30-9:30 pm at the Jewish Vocational Service. Fee: $15. To preregistar, contact Meryl Glatt 7232846 or Emily Kirshen 965-7940.
Mr. John Washill, director
McKinsey & Co., will speak
the John F. Kennedy School
Government on "The Energy
dustry -

of
at
of
In-

Dealing With an Un-

certain Future" at 4 pin in Starr
Auditorium. Sponsored by the
Energy and Environmental Policy
Center.

Wednesday, Nov. 28
Through hypnosis, relaxation
techniques, and the use of new
Nicorette gum, Beth Israel Hospital's Quit Smoking Program
helps participants master the art
of controlling the urge. New
group starts today. Call 735-4767
for more information.
A seminar entitled "Careers in
Publishing and Print Media",
sponsored by the Jewish Vocational Service, will be held from
7:30-9:30 pm at Gosman Jewish
Community Campus, 333 Nahanton Street, Newton Centre. Admission is $5. For more information, contact Gail Liebhaber at
965-7940.
*

*

*

*

Professor James A. McCloskey,
Dept of Medicinal Chemistry and
Biochemistry, University of Utah,
will speak on "Techniques based
on Mass Spectrometry and Chromatography for Analysis of Nucleic Acid Constituents." The
seminar will be held at 4:15 prm,
Room 220, Mugar Hall, Northeastern University.

classified
advertising
Classified Advertising in The Tech:
$5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. Must be prepaid,
with complete name, address, and
phone number. The Tech, W20483; or PO Box 29, MIT Branch,
Cambridge, MA 02139.
COUNCIL TRAVEL/CIEE USA's #1
Student/Budget Travel Agency.
FREE 1985 Student Travel Catalog,
Call 266-1926 or drop by! 729
Boylston St, Suite 201, Boston,
MA 02116
Do you need to talk to an attorney?
Consultations for personal injury,
business law, real estate, medical
malpractice, divorce, wills, litigation and other legal matters. Call
Attorney Esther J. Horwich, MIT
'77 at 523-1150.
VENEREAL DISEASE - Testing and
Treatment. Private medical doctor's
office. Confidential. Beacon Street,
Brookline. 232-1459

and Society?" is the theme of this
week's Cambridge Forum with
Harvard Professor, Jerome Hamilton Buckley, author of the The
Turning Key. 8 pm, 3 Church
Street, Harvard Square. Free.

Announcements
Registration Material for the second term will be available for all
regular students in Lobby 10 on
Monday, Dec. 3 and Tuesday,
Dec. 4.

The National Research Council

plans to award approximately 35
Postdoctoral Fellowships for Minorities in a program designed to
provide opportunities for continued education and experience in
research for American Indians
and Alaskan Natives, Black
Americans, Mexican Americans/
Chicanos, and Puerto Ricans.
Awards will be made in the behavioral and social sciences, humanities, engineering, mathemat-

physical sciences. and i
biological sciences, and for interdisciplinary programs comprised
of two or more eligible disciplines. Deadline for submission is
January 16, 1985. All inquiries
concerning application materials
and program administration
should be addressed to the Fellowship Office, National Research
Council, 2101 Constitution AVenue, Washington, D.C. 20418.
ics.
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Wellesley production of Jane
Austen mildly successful
Pride and Prejudice, Wellesley College
Theatre, Nov. 16-18.
The Wellesley presentation of Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice this past weekend was much like a hometown high
school spring production. The performance harbored a number of minor weaknesses but plot, humor and climax eventually combined for a happy conclusion.
The first act, though, started off slowly.
The Bennets, a 19th century family caught
up in the pressures of climbing the social
ladder were presented through a set of
acted-out scenes lacking the cohesiveness
necessary to provide for a fluid development of plot. Some actors were unable to
consistently project their lines (particularly
Wellesleyan Alexandra Liapunov, who
played Mrs. Bennet), and stage movement
was limited. Neither of these problems
were alleviated by the poor acoustics of
Alumnae Hall or the uninclined rows of
seats, which made unobstructed vision impossible for any but the first-row.
Another deficiency stemmed from the
translation of novel to play. Much of the
weight of Jane Austen's original plot came
from its cynical commentary on Victorian
England. Each character's agglomeration
of superficial thoughts, underlying motives
and biased first-impressions of others were
followed within the mind of the character.
Scenes in the play, however, such as the
Bennet's ball for their daughters, were reduced to a few lines like "He might be a
really nice gentleman" or "She is certainly
not my type!" The intricate protocols and
calculations toward social advantages were
lost in the adaptation.
One of the saving graces of the drama
was an excellent job of casting, given the
available talent. Curtis Fennel, as the wifeseeking, patroness-supported Reverend
Collins, was perfectly and annoyingly
obsequious. The college-aged actors and
actresses chosen to portray headstrong

--
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youths related to their parts extremely
well. Towards this end, James Butterfield
(portraying the proud Mr. Darcy) and
freshwoman Catherine Merril (as the prejudiced Lizzy Bennet) succeeded in the
leading roles. But the highlight of the
show was the delineation of a hen-pecked
but concerned father, Mr. Bennet, by
MIT's Robert Malchman. His ironic quips
about the faults of others and wittisicism
at the expense of his simple-minded wife
were perfectly played out.
In the end, Austen's primary message
that you can't judge a book by its cover
clearly emerges. The most truly sincere
and loving of youthful couples are united,
and the superficial and eager-to-succeed
get what they deserve - each other. And
all in all, the performance received what it
deserved - three mildly summoned curtain calls from the contented audience.
Scott Lichtman

The Tech
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Eighteenth Century comes to life
Orchestra of the Eighteenth Century, conducted by Frans Briiggen; Boston Opera
House; Nov. 17.
The debate goes on between those who
prefer the technical advances of modern
instruments and those who claim that concerts ought to be performed on the same
instruments the music's composers would
have heard them on. And if a case is to be
made for the latter approach, then it is for
the Orchestra of the Eighteenth Century to
make it. The Orchestra consists of 40 musicians from around the world, including
Boston's well-known baroque violinist
Daniel Stepner and violist Laura Jeppesen;
all play on authentic instruments. Perhaps
most remarkable in their Boston concert
was the immaculate sense of balance the
ensemble attained: Gluck's Ballet Suite
from Don Juan took on a clarity which,

together with a surefire charm and grace,
made a compelling argument for this rarely-performed piece of music. Mozart's Piano Concerto No. 24, performed by John
Gibbons on fortepiano, was the most controversial item on the program. Anyone
who has heard Vladimir Ashkenazy's recording of this work knows that there is a
seemingly unbeatable case for the modern
piano: Ashkenazy plays this piece with
such deep inward reflection that it would
hardly seem possible to get closer to the
heart of Mozart. And, indeed, the sound
of Gibbons' fortepiano was crisper and
less emotionally expressive than is possible
on a modern instrument. His performance, though, had a natural simplicity
that, when combined with the uncomplicated style of strings capable of reaching
an almost indescribable softness and winds

of both precision and warmth, created a
profundity of itself. The second movement,
in particular, possessed a spirituality that
was quintessentially Mozartean.
Beethoven's Symphony No. 1, which
concluded the concert, benefited from the
rare combination of a group of musicians
who could both play together in perfect
cohesion and display their individuality in
a performance in which one could clearly
hear each voice of the orchestra. The first
movement was perhaps a little too mechanical in places, the second movement
did have patches of blandness, but the textures combined and re-combined in brilliant aesthetic throughout, and the dancelike qualities of the fourth movement
brought the concert to a conclusion of
lightness and life.
Jonathan Richmond
--

Engineeri

g

Automation

Design
is
is
_

t~~
_

t

__Ad~mi

Telesis Systems Corporation is a leader in the Engineering Design Automation industry.
We supply the electronic industry with state of the art design tools incorporating CAE/
CAD/CIM. Last year we posted a growth rate of over 250%. We are looking for bright
individuals to help us maintain our leadership by setting new engineering standards.
We are located at Chelmsford, MA and are looking forward to speaking with engineers
in the following areas.

BS/MS/Ph.D. in EE/CS

Backround/lnterest in simulation, data base design, distributed systems, artificial
intelligence.

BS/MS in ME, ChE

Backround/lnterest in Heat Transfer in Electronic Systems, Numerical Analysis.

Sign up for an interview at the Career Placement Office for
November 28, 1984.
__
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foreign

language
ability

Wie are currently seekinjg translatorsjir:

O Arabic * Chinese a Danish * Dutch
* Farsi 0 French O German O Greek
O Italian * Japanese v Korean
O Norwegian * Polish 0 Portuguesc
0 Romanian * Spanish 0 Swedish

is
valuable!

and others.

_l~~~~~~~~~~I _ _
~~~~aa'rip·r~

L aa=_~arar
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~

Into-English translations froin Russian. East
European languages and many others also
available.

8r~~a
~

Foreign language (ypisls also needda.

All this work can be done in your home!
Linguistic Systems, Inc. is New England's largest
translation agency, located a block north of the
Central Sq. subway station.

i

BOOTSBIOOTSBOOT
Timsberland ODuck Shoels
Hermans Survivors

For application and test
translation call Ms. Desormeaux

L
Linguistic Systems, Inc:
116 Bishop Allen Drive
L"Cambridge, MA 02139

Choose from a wide selection of
leather and rubber footwear
at our low prices.

L

864-3900
--

-

OVERSEAS EMPLOY 'NENT

CENTRAL
WAR SURPLUS

MASS

433 Mass. Ave.
Central Sq.
Cambridge

895 Boylston St.
Boston
(across from Pru.)

I

I
-i
-1 -

i

SKATE
SHARPENING;
while you wait
ask about
discount
card

k

t-·ii'

Translations into your native language are
needed for industrial literature. You will be well
paid to prepare these translations on an
occasional basis. Assignments are made
according to your area of technical -knovledge.

Your

Feature
A Large Variety of
Army Navy Clothing
And Military Merchandise
We

The Christian Science Monitor is
sponsoring an essay contest challenging its readers to come up
with possible scenarios that could
lead to world peace in the next 25
years. Students and faculty at
colleges and universities around
the country are also invited to
participate. Participants might
consider such factors as economic conditions, the role of moral
leadership and world armaments.
Essays will be judged on the feasibility of the ideas they contain
and will be expected to show a
knowledge of the framework of
international relations in the
world today and the process by
which those relations are bettered- Entries of not more than
3,000 words in English, French,
German, or Spanish will be accepted. The best three will be
printed in The Christian Science
Monitor. Entries should be postmarked not later than December
31, 1984 and sent to PEACE
CONTEST, The Christian Science Monitor, One Norway
Street, Boston, MA 02115.
The National Research Council
announces the 1985 Postdoctoral,
Resident. and Cooperative Research Associateship Programs
for research in the sciences and
engineering to be conducted in
behalf' of 21 federal agencies or
research institutions. Approximately 250 full-time associateships will be awarded on a competitive basis for research in
chemistry, engineering, and
mathematics, and in the earth,
environnental, -physical, space,
and life sciences. Most of the
programs are open to both US
and non-US nationals, and to
both recent Ph.D. holders and
senior investigators. Awards are
made for one or two years with
stipends beginning at $23,350 a
year for Ph.D.'s and an individual determination for senior associates. Postmark deadline must
be no later than January 15,
1985. Information on specific research opportunites and federal
laboratories, as well as application materials, may be obtained
from Associateship Programs,
Office of Scientific and Engineering Personnel, JH 608-133, National Research Council, 2101
Constitution Avenu-e, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20418, (202)
334-2760.

PIIPrrrasia-Lb·dBb8
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WORLD-SIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN AND WOMEN!
JAPAN - EUROPE - AFRICA - AUSTRALIA
THE SOUTH
PACIFIC - SOUTH AMERICA - THE FAR EAST.
EXCELLENT BENEFITS. HIGHER SALARIES ' AND WAGES!
FREE TRANSPORTATION ! GENEROUS VACAT.TIONS !
More than 300,000 Americans
Japan, Africaa, The South
- not including members of
Pacific, The IFar East, South
the armed services
are
America ... nea rly every part
now living overseas. These
of the free worl,Id!
people are engaged in nearly
(3). Com panies and
e ve ryposs i b le a c tiv iGovernm en it agencies
ty... construction, engineeremploying perrsonnel in nearing, sales, transportation,
ly every ocecupation, from
secretarial work, accounthe unskilled laborer to the
ting, manufacturing, oil
college traineed professional
refining, teaching, nursing,
man or woman1.
government, etc.-etc. And
(4). Firms and organizamany are earning $2,000 to
tions engaged in foreign cone
$5,000 per month...or more !
struction projeects, manufacTo allow you the opturing, miningg, oil refining,
portunity to apply for
engineering, E;ales, services,
overseas employment, we
teaching, etc., etc.
nave researched and compil(5). How an(d where to aped a new and exciting direcply for overseeas Government
tory on overseas employjobs.
ment. Here is just a sample
(6). Inforr -nation
about
of what our International
summer jobs.
Enmployment Directory
(7). You wiill receive our
covers.
E m ploym ent Opportunity
M1). Our International
Digest... jam-paacked with inEmployment Directory lists
formation abotut current job
dozens of cruise ship comOpportunities. Special secpanies, both on the east and
tions featur ,es news of
west coast. You will'be told
overseas consstruction prowhat type of positions the
jects, execut ive positions
cruise ship companies hire,
and teaching oppportunities.
such as deck hands,
90D
kIy
Money
restaurant help, cooks,
Backl ( iarantee
bartenders, just to name a
Our Internaltional Employfew. You will also receive
ment Directory
y is sent to you
several E mployment Apwith this guairantee. If for
plication Forms that you
any reason youa do not obtain
may send directly to the
overseas empl oyment or you
companies you would Like to
are not satisfie ed with the job
work for.
offers-.. simplyy return our
(2). Firms and organizaDirectory withwin 90 days and
tions employing all types of
we'll refund ye)ur money propersonnel in Australia,
mptly...no quesstions asked.

the bicycle workshop
your alternative to high prices
259 Mass Ave
876-6555
I
--.
~ ~ -- .

YOU AND LEVII'SO
STUDENT

MOONLIGHITERSH1
HOLIDAY green $$$$$,
for YOU on these TERRIFIC 2 mo long
ternp' Jobs starting in December TAKE the
'T' to Boston. and learn to process Medical
Insurance Claims forms Work either a
4 30-8 30pm or 5-9pm shift You'll keep
those $$$
rolling In thru the holidays and
beyond' You could even process claims
forms every couple of months throughout
the WHOLE year. If you like' Call or come
In TODAY,
Boston
120 Trermont ST
357-8.00

A BREED APART

With a Levi's Denim JA
lacket and a pair of straight leg or
boot-cut jeans, you' re ready for a great time. And
there's more to Lev ,i's than the famous fit. Look for
double-stitched seanrns, side pockets, copper buttons
and the heavyweightIt denim fabric- they're part of the
unmistakable Levi's sstyle that sets you a breed apart.
Jeans: Waist sizes 28-.38, Leg, 29 to 36.
Reg. $20
Jean Jacket: Sizes 344-46
Reg. $39
~~~NOW

NOW 15.99
29.99

Cambridge

1430 Mass Ave
354-7215

Offiec
Speciallsts

ORDER FORM
International Employment Directory
131 Elma Dr. Dept. T21
Centralia, WA 98531
Please send me a copy of your International Employment
Directory. I understand that I may use this infornm ation for 90
days and if I am not satisfied with the results, II may return
your Directory for an immediate refund. On th at basis i'm
enclosing $20.00 cash.... check.... or money orderr.... for your
Directory
NAME
please print

ADDRESS

-APT #

CITY

-STATE

International Enlployment Directory 19884

QUAUT rY NEVER GOES OU r OF STYLE
16I ,

.

_

zIP

.

Available at MI.T. Student Center. Coop
Charge, Mastercard,
Visa or American COOPERATIVE
SOCIETY
Express welcome.
-
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Participation
in activities
on the decline

_

I

Part Time Scientist
Cell Culture
Working in our R&D group. this
20-hour position.will involve
tissue culture work in the growth
of lymphoblastoid cell lines and
purification of DNA.

Alpha Phi Omega (APO), a
campus service organization, has
noticed "overall somewhat of a
decrease in participation ...
which is a continuing trend over
the years," said Michael Druding
'85, president of APO. "A heavy
emphasis on academics, finally"
has curtailed student involvement, Druding added.
Druding predicts an upswing
soon. "I look for an increase in
the next few years," he said.
Student Center Commitee
(SCC) Chairman James S. Person
III '86 said, "I have noticed a decrease in student participation in
SCC . . . due to greater student
involvement in other activities
and academic and financial pressures."
SCC has taken steps to combat
the problem, however. The group
changed its constitution and restructured itself in March, 1984,
to "create an environment for
better involvement," Person said.
"[SCCI is very rewarding, but
very frustrating," because training new committee members
quickly becomes repetitive, he
added.
Not all groups have' experienced a decrease in participation, however. "Participation has
definitely gone up," said Carl
Manning '85, president of the
MIT Concert Band. Manning
also noted that "people already
dedicated musically" come to
MIT "and they find that the MIT
Concert Band fills [their] need to
be involved in a musical group."
"[Drarnashop] has many more
people than it can deal with. It is
frustrating," commented Anna
Lisa Fear '85, president of MIT
Dramashop. The membership is
limited by available resources "we're frustrated by the lack of
facilities and money," she said.
"We've always had good participation," she continued. "We
seem to have a great number of
women, more than ever. We've
made an effort to get shows
which have more women in
them."
"The Tech has attracted more
new people this year than in previous years, but that was probably because we had a particularly strong recruitment campaign,"
observed Martin Dickau '85,
chairman of The Tech.
"The number of new staff
members is about the same as it
has always been," he added.

I

A Bachelor of S( ence Is helpful.
1-2 years of cell culture
experience is preferred.
V'e offer d competitive salary
and prorai,.d time off benefits.
Please send resume to Carol
Rigney. or call. 861-9700. Ext. 141.

L

HARVARD SQUARE

COELLABORATIVE

876-8900

RESEARCH, INC.
-

__

BOSTON

367-6777

CENTRAL SQUARE

UNLIMITED FREE MILEAGE

Contirmed reservation required.
Full Line of 1983 Chevrolets

492-3000

128 Spring Street
Lexington MA 02173
an equal c,ppl(ortJunit employer

MIT students
must serve
jury duty

"Never a
Mileage Charge"

Plus 7 other suburban locations to serve you!

i
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THE AT&T CALL ME CARD. THE EASY WAY TO CALL HOME
AND SHARE YOUR SMASHING SUCCESSES.

(Continuedfrom page 1)
firmed that MIT releases the
names of dormitory residents to
the census commissioner. "Since
the laws were changed to allow
students to vote, some .tradeoff
had to be made," Randolph said.
MIT also publishes a student
directory and a staff directory.
Although both of these are for
internal use only, outside parties
often get hold of them. "That's
why a lot of people choose not to
be in [them]," Randolph explained.
If a student is called for jury
duty, he should request a deferral
until a. time he can can conveniently serve, such as IAP or the
summer. Students who ignore
jury summons risk being called
by the county a year later, without the privilege of postponing
service, Randolph said.
-I

,4k
Z'm ANT
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paying for the call. And since you can
only call horrme with the CALL ME
Card, Mom and Dad don't mind picking up the tab.

GET A CLUE.
GET THE AT&T CALL ME CARD.

So be a hometown hero. Call home
with the AT&T CALL ME Card. And
let the folks know their favorite athlete hasn't forgotten where it all
College is great for heroic
started.
exploits. Sometimes you get all the
Don't have an AT&T CALL ME
lucky breaks. And other times, wellDon't keep your favorite fan club in Card yet? Mail the coupon at right to
AT&T and we'll send an application
suspense. Call home with the AT&T
CALL ME Card. The quick and conve- home to your parents. Or phone:
nient way to get in touch with your
family. Without the hassle of calling
collect, fumbling for spare change or

1800 CALL ATT, Ext. 50.
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r- GET THE AT&T CALL ME CARD.
I
THE BEST WAY TO CALL HOME.
WHEN
YOU'RE AWAY FROM HOME.
I
Call
1
800
ATT, Ext. 50 to have a
I CALL ME CALL
Card application sent to your
Or complete and return this form
II
I parents.
Ito AT&T College Promotions, P.O. Box
I I49466, Atlanta, GA. 30359.
I IYour Parents' Name
I IAddress
I Clt y/State/Zip
I (Parents' Phone) No.
I
I Your Name (O Mr./OI Ms.)
Col lege
Check Class:

L…__

O Fr. [OSoph.

_

OJr. D Sr

_

O Grad.

_

l1

I
!
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
!
uj

dABTT
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1

I
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Thursday through Sa turday., December 6-8
RICHARD MORRIS HUNT by Paul R. Baker
THE AVANT-GARDE IN RUSSIA 1910-1930 by Stephahie Barron
and Maurice Tuchman, eds.
THOMAS BEWICK'S BIRDS by Thomas Bewick
THE WATERCOLORS AND DRAWINGS OF THOMAS BEWICK
AND HIS WORKSHOP APPRENTICES (two volumes)
BIBLICAL GAMES by Steven J. Brams
INDUSTRIEKULTUR: PETER BEHRENS AND THE AEG by
Tilmann Buddensieg and lain Boyd White
ART AND ARCHAELOGY IN CHINA by Edmund Capon
GETTING UP by Craig Castleman
BORROMINI AND THE ROMAN ORATORY by Joseph J.
Connors
THE FEDERAL PRESENCE by Lois A. Craig
THE AMSTERDAM SCHOOL by Wim de Wit
HAWKSMOOR (second edition) by Kerry Downes
THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE ECOLE DES BEAUX-ARTS
Arthur Drexler, ed.
MOMENTS OF VISION by Harold E. Edgerton
THE ARCHITECTURE OF DEATH by Richard Etl in
ARCADES by Johann F. Geist
THE SPIRIT OF COLOR by Karl Gerstner
TAKING P-ART by Jim Burns, Anna Halprin and Paul Baum
THE DECORATED DIAGRAM by Klaus Herdeg
ENCYCLOPEDIC lDICTIONYARY OF MATHEMATICS (two volumes)
SUN RHYTHM FORM by Ralph Knowles
LE CORBUSIER SKETCHBOOKS (four volumes)

WAS
-$49-.95-

SALE
$15.00

i$35-.0

~C;BS-

$15.00
$4.00

450-.068A@8O

$100.00
$5.00

BRIDGES by Fritz Leonhardt
ON THE EDGE OF THE WORLD by Richard W. Longstreth
SPOKEN INTO THE VOID by Adolf Loos
MANAGING A SENSE OF REGION by Kevin Lynch
A THEORY OF GOOD CITY FORM by Kevin Lynch
GETTING SUED by Richard Meehan
THE BEAUX-ARTS AND NINETEENTH-CENTURY FRENCH
ARCHITECTURE Robin Middleton, ed.
ART AND ARCHITECTURE AT TH E SERVICE OF POLITICS
Henry A. Millon and Linda Nochlin, eds.
MAN ABOUT TOWN by Herbert Muschamp
DICTIONARY OF MODERN ECONOMICS (first edition)
David W. Pearce, ed.
AMERICAN DESIGN ETHIC by Arthur J. Pulos
THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE CITY by Aldo Rossi
VOYAGE INTO SUBSTANCE by Barbara Maria Stafford
THE AQUARIUM ENCYCLOPEDIA Gunther Sterba ed.
HANDBOOK OF REGULAR PATTERNS by Peter S. Stevens
THE COPYRIGHT BOOK (first edition) by William S. Strong
THE DE STIJL ENVIRONMENT by Nancy J. Troy
LEARNING FROM LAS VEGAS (revised edition) by Robert
Venturi, Denise Scott Brown and Steven Izenour
LE COURBUSIE by Stanislaus Von Moos
AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE 1607-1976 by Marcus WAhiffen and
Frederick Koeper
BAUHAUS by Hans Wingler

$50.00
$10.00
$7.00

-$49-.W

-$24.)0

$20.00
$10.00
$15.00
$15.00
$30.00
17.50
$,20.00
$35.00
$25.00
$10.00

$56
$39-95-$27-.50
48660-(

SALE
$35.00
$25.00
430.00 $15.00
$8.00
$22;56w
$12.50
-$24-.W
$7.00
WAS

$12.50
$75.00
$8.00
$200.00

-$35-.W

$15.00

~449-957$10.00
$rt5-.m $9.00
$442.5
$600
$39-.9
$45?sW

442-.50

-$25-.O-r
4422-.

$15.00
$25.00
$15.00
$20.00
$25.00
$20.00
$5.00
$25.00
$1 O.0o
$1 7.50

-$.5ff $20.00
$100.00
4*5;.

limited quantities only - first comme, first served
special discounts onp damaged books
this special sale is during regular hbousrs at

The MIT Press Bookstore
Kendall Square

II
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292 Main Street, Cambridge

Store hours: Mon-Fri 9-6, Sat 10-5 * MIVI Bldg. E 38
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Why wait to

253-2549

0

-I

manager.

Ad" a

ca n start NOW AS a
manufacturing manager-vwe
offer technically challenging
for BS, MS in
assianments
-C.Y- - - - - - - - -ChE, MEA EE
You

-

----

-

r

Come help us build the manufacturi ng
faci ity of th future!
Sign up for an Interview on
Nove m be r 29
vvt

interviewers from Mehoopany,

PIAD

An Equal Opportunity Employer
---

--- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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A healthy start in life is a oft only you can give your baby.
If you're pregnant, visit your doctor or clinic early and often.
or more infomration, contact:

mMarch of Dimes
1|8BIRTH
Jr

DEFECTS FOUNDATION

This space donated
-

r

by The Tech

_ -

IrkA FVNNY
ii THING

- ii

I

Nov. 29-Dec. 1 8:o0pml
Dac.2 7:00pm
Sala de Puerto Rico

''

MIT Student Center
87 Mass. Ave. Cambridge

$3

THE

for

Io

Space

Admission $5
$4 for students and senior citizens

iI HAPPENED
li O~N TrIE WAY !ii
I
tI

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~

k~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The MIT Musical Theatre Guild presents
Stephen Sondheim's

MIdIT students

New

Information and reservations

Companies

253-6294
__I

I

L

F-

- ,-

_

- -

I

-

I.

=

_

-- .
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Research and Development,
and office space in renovated
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I

brick mill-type building.

Available in Cambridge
near Observatory Hill.

INTEGRATED STUDIES PROGRAM
OPE N HOU SE
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1984

Call 576-1280

2 - 5 PM
ISP COMMON ROOM, E51-017

t; VwerInnovra ion,
0

Come-talk to our students and faculty about ISP!
If you have an overall interest in the history of
science and technology and a desire to work
within a small group, ISP may be for you. All
freshmen interested In Joining ISP second
semester are invited!

I
I
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OUR TWO-WEEK SPECIALS
a
ENDING DECEMBER 8th

I

_

rII

a
Adm1h,

I.dlmm.

Athen~~~~~MaW

Admmlh

BAUSCH 8

I

LOMB

BONNE BELL

Sensitive Eyes
Saline Solution
8 oz.
$2.79

Moistftre Lotion
,ddmlm

8 oz.

mmdjj&,
=

$1 .99

I

qwm

OB3
Tampons

MARCAL

Regular & Super

Facial Tissues

16's

$1

.69

10)0's

3 for $1 .00

NEET

MIRROR

Aloe Vera
Lotion

Lighted with
Brush Set

Thursday, November 29

Hair Remover

$2.10

4 oz.

.HDR
Shampoo
Reguliar &

Makeup

Roo
u4

$3.60

MlUSICAL
G IFTS
Selected Items

Extra Body

15 oz.

$2.79

Professor Steve LLermnan, Di rector, will present a
status report on Project Athena and answer quest
tions. After the forum there will be an open house
where staff members will be available for informal
discussions. Refresh ments will be served. Aill
-members of the MIT community are welcome.

25%/oOff

KENDALL DRUGS
Yours MITP Commrak~ity Drug Store
492-7790
238 Main Street
IL
I

J%0

Kendall Square
Cambridge, MA
-r0lsrprplarR
I I

i
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M en zs ho~op starts
newv season at 1 =
By Paul Paternoster
The men's basketball team
opened its season with mixed success, dropping its home opener to
the Babson (College Beavers Tuesday night and finishing second in
the UMass-Boston Harbor Invitational Tournament last weekend.
The Engineers lost their season
opener to Babson before a crowd
of about 150 people in Rockwell
Cage. The hosts fell, 77-56, in a
game dictated by loose balls and
points off second shots.
a-

I\4MIT opened the game with its
traditional fast-moving offense.
Craig Poole '86 tallied 13 of
MIT's first 17 points, enabling his
team to open up an eight-point
lead early in the first half.
Things quickly began to go
wrong for the Engineers after
that, brief spurt of points. "Babson was able to pick up a lot or
loose balls in the first half and
convert them into points," said
M IT coach Fran O 'Brien .
The Beavers' domination of
the boards enabled them to
"score a lot of points off second
shots," O'Brien added. By the
half, MIT trailed, 37-30.
The Engineers narrowed the
gap to three points at one juncture in the second half, but a mishandled pass turned the team's
luck around. Babson scored seven straight and never relinquished
its lead.
Foul trouble did not help
1\1IT's chances, either, as the
team's three leading rebounders,
Mike McElroy '87 (7 points. 7 rebounds), Bud Taddiken '85 (6
points, 5 rebounds), and Charlie
Theuer '85 (3 points, 5 rebounds)
fouled out of the game in the second half.
With McElroy and Taddiken
out, O' Brien kept Poole in for
the last eight minutes. The tired
Poole finished with a game-high
25 points, shooting 9 for 19 from
the floor.
The Beavers rotated their players a lot, malking many substitutions and pressing the fatigued

Evan Pratt '87 played a strong
game off the bench, scoring 9
points, grabbing 5 rebounds, and
providing good defense,
Jim Egan '86 established himself as a leader on the court. The
5 '7" guard runs MIT's offense.
"}He's like an assistant coach on
the floor, " Of'Brien said.
The unselfish MIT co-captain
led the team with seven assists in
the Babson game, but Egan may
be too unselfish. He only took
two shots throughout the game,
and Babson began to back away
from Egan in the second half.
Egan can shoot. He sinks shot
after shot in practice, and O'Brien hopes that he will shoot
more during the games.
O'Brien was pleased with the
Engineers' effort. The main task
for the squad now is to "convert
offensive opportunities into two
points."
The Engineers did exactly that
Friday, scoring the most points
since they racked up 99 against
Connecticut College in the finali
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game of t he I1979-80 season,
crushing Worcester State, 91-75,
in the opening round of the Harbor Invitational.
Poole led the four MIT players
in double figures with 24 points.
McElroy followed with 23 points
and a game-high 12 rebounds,
shooting 9 for I I from the floor.
Randym Nelson '86 chipped in
with a career-high 19 points, and
Taddiken had 12.
The Engineers lost to host
UMass-Boston, 96-61, Saturday's
final and finished second in the
tournament.
MIT will visit Brandeis tomorrow, and on Friday the team will
travel to St. Louis for the Lopata
Classic hosted by Washington
University. Johns Hopkins and
Caltech will also participate in
that tournament.
The Engineers' next home
game is Dec. 8 at 2 pm against
New England College.

lrOv
Freshmen and nrovices
in menus Foot of the Charles
By Diana ben-Aaron
Fighting a headwind and rough
water, the M IT men 's freshman
lightweight crews rowed their way
to ninth, 20th<, and 37th-place
finishes in the annual Foot of the
Charles freshman and novice race
Nov, 17.
The freshman heavyweights
placed 22nd and 41st, and the
novice lightweights captured
42nd place, Freshman boats are
composed exclusively of freshmen, while novice boats are com'posed of upperclassmen who
have just started rowing.
Harvard University won t he

21/2-mile

race from the MIT

boathouse to the Harvard boathouse with a time of 14:39.2. Ten
Harvard boats were entered in
the 43-boat field, which also included boats from Columbia,
Northeastern, Boston University,
University of New Hampshire,
Tufts, and University of Lowell.
MIT's ninth-place lightweights
were only a minute and a half
slower, with a time of 15:47.7 .
Thle 20th-place lightweights posted a timge of 16:23.8, while the
first Engineer heavyweight boat
was three seconds behind with a
time of 16:26.4.
The third lightweight crew

MVIen'"s hocey opens vith Will
St. win
The men's hockey teamn opened

Worceter

seven goals.

C

S

.W

Engineers.

the 1984-85 season with a bang

The Engineers will be in action

";All teams wi'll try to press us
this year." the coach said. "A key
factor this season will be how
well we develop our bench."
I

Saturday, blasting the visiting

again Saturday afternoon, when

national crown

University of Hartford, 13-2. The
host Engineers broke the game
open in the third period, scoring

the squad hosts the Tufts Jumbos
at 2 pmn. in the New Athletic
Center.

The Worcester State Lancer.rs
ended their season unbeaten Sat
urday, defeating the visiting de
fending two-time national champion Bentley Falcons, 20-14, to
capture the 1984 National Collegiate Football Association chamnpionship .
Bentley defeated St. John Fisher, the association's other unbeaten team, the previous weekend in
one of the semifinal games. The
Lancers downed the MIlT football club in the other half of the
semifinals.
Martin Dickau]

A
W-

took 17:30.8 minutes to row the
course, placing ahead of the second heavies, who made a time of
17:51.9 to capture 41st place.
The novice lightweights completed the course in 18:03.9.
MIT
ninth-place
The
lightweight boat evened their
score with the University of New
Hamphshire by beating the first
UNH crew by 10 seconds; three
weeks ago, the UNH lightweights
beat MIT by 30 seconds.
Michael D. Fox '88 coxed the
ninth-place crew, with rowers
James E. Pierce '88 (stroke),
Richard P. Vinci '88, Peter E.
Powers '88, Jeffrey W. Johnston
'88, Marcel T. Eberle '88, Adam
L. Schwartz '88, Mike G. Frey
'88, and Alan D. Devoe '88.
First and second frosh
fightweights rowed a "well-poised
and controlled race" at the rapid
pace of 28-32 strokes per minute,
freshman
to
according
lightweight coach Ronl Wilkes
'84. By contrast, the first heavies
rowed at a low, powerful stroke
rating of 23-26 cycles per minute,
Wilkes observed.
Thlis was the third regatta for
the lightweights, and the first for
the heavyweights, Wilkes said.
The Foot marks the end of the
fall crew season, but rowers will
continue training in Cambridge
and Florida during the winter in
anticipation of the spring racing
season .
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December honme sports events
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Saturday, Dec. I
Womwen's Basketball vs. Regis,
I pm.

Men's Hockey vs. Tufts, 2 pmn.
Men's Sw~imining vs. Wesleyan, 4 pm.
Women's Swimmning vs. WesV. V
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Monday, Dec. 3
Women's Basketball vs. Wesleyan, 7:30 pnz.

Leo _aSgo.-v{>aus,,V_
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Tech photo by P. Paul Hsu

The rowers of the MIT second freshman lightweight boat stroke their way to a nice
1 6:23.8 finish in the Foot of the Charles. The race course extends from the MIT boathouse

to the Harvard boathouse .

leyan, 2 pm.
W~rack vs. B3randeis, WPI, I
pm.

Wkednesday, Dec. 5
Metals Hockey vs. WPI, 7
pm.
Squash vs. Bowdoin, 4 pm.

Friday, Dec. 7
Track vs. Holy Cross, 6 pm.
Saturday, Dec. 8
Men's Basketball vs. New
England College, 2 pm.
Men'-s Hockeyv vs. Southern
Maine, 2 pm.
Pistol vs. Navy, 9 am.
Squash vs. Trinity, 2 pmn.
Tuesday, Dec. II
.Squash vs. Bowdoin, 4 pm.
Thursday, DCec. 13
Men's Basketball vs. Salve Regina, '7 pma.
Saturday, Dec. 15
Track vs. Alumni, 2 pm.
Wrestling vs. UMass-Boston, I
pm.
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